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FUTURE MOBILITY

A SERVICE DESIGN ECOSYSTEM WITH
AUTOMOTIVE EXPERIENCE & TIER 1
PRODUCTION CAPABILITIES
With more than 50 years of experience,
the spirit of an investor, global understanding
and customer oriented approach; Fark Holding
A.S. is one of the rare corporations, building a
corporate structure while maintaining the spirit
of a family business.
The strategy of owning the value chain,
has enabled FARPLAS to excel in not only
production but also in R&D, project
management quality and logistics.

With our group companies F+ Ventures,
Comodif & CSUM, we position ourselves to
create solutions for urban mobility.
While Investing in Smart Mobility, F+
Ventures is the corporate venture arm of our
ecosystem dedicated to evaluate and invest in
technologies, business model innovations that
are transforming our mobility systems.
Comodif bridges electronics and software
as a core competency for superior connected car
experience. Specializing in M2M communication,
IoT and telematics data analytics services,
Comodif provides end-to-end solution to make
cars smarter.

But What about the Future of Mobility?
Automotive industry is reshaping into
mobility, Industry partners are shapeshifting
from production facilities to service providers.
Physical is turning into digital, Products are
turning into services. Future of mobility needs
OEMs to be in all sizes and small-scale companies
need support from the supply chain. Tier1
companies alone are no longer Agile enough to
answer this demand and new mobility OEMs
can’t find the ecosystem they need.

To bring all these competencies
together and create solutions for urban
mobility; CSUM helps companies improve,
define, design & develop a service/product
they provide. From startup to OEMs, from
Smart city partners to Suppliers; CSUM
provides Service Design, Product Design, R&D
and production capabilities in Tier1 quality
with a startup Agility. We represent all the
steps along the way to create;
Future.
Mobility.
Together.
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TESLA SEMI

Tesla’s Electric Truck ‘Semi’
Musk announced first electric Truck
called ‘Tesla Semi’ at an event in Los
Angeles,California. Also there was a surpise
at the same event, second generation
Tesla Roadster was unveiled and made
the highlight of the show. Launch event
was broadcasted lively by many people
on Youtube and Tesla Semi succeceded to
gather all cheers from its followers owing
to its remarkable design and features.
Aerodynamical Design
Semi’s interior design differs from
tradional ones. Driver’s cabin is single
seated that unables to have a passenger
inside on the other hand it provides area
to sustain better protection for driver in
case of a crash. The specially-positioned
central cabin seat, plus two touch screens
flanking either side of the steering wheel
provide a wide angle of view for driver.
From the outside, the carbon fiber cab
wıth smooth lines and a so called ‘bullet’
shape. Aerodynamics are a real big deal
when it comes to fuel economy and
making every electron count, and Tesla
6

promises the Semi will cut through the
wind more efficiently than some sports
cars.This design makes it possible to reach
0-100 km/h in 5 seconds.
Technical Specification
Even doubts about electrical power as its
source, Tesla Semi is built for handling
extreme loads and weights easily. Driving
range is up to 800 km with a fully charged
battery and 30 minutes charging at Tesla’s
supercharging stations ensures 650 km
drive range. Tesla’s warranty covarage
is up to 1,5 million kilometers which is
more then 40 turns around the World. 4
electric engines run independently and
if an engine stops running, it distributes
the load to others. All of the engines are
mounted on 4 axle shafts.
Tesla Semi has enhanced autopilot as other
Tesla vehicles and it brings the features
as lane-tracking, pedestrian detection or
emergency breaking systems along with
it. Energy consumption is indicated as
2kW/h per 1 mile and according to Elon
Musk it is %20 more cost-effective then
diesel trucks.
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Bonus Of The Show Tesla Roadster 2.0

Roadster 2.0 was unveiled along with
Tesla Semi. Musk declared Roadster which
the production will start in 2020 will able
to reach 100 km/h in 1.9 seconds. This
makes it the fastest mass-produced car.

Maximum speed is over 400 km/h and
owing to its aerodynamical design, low
drag coefficient provides a high efficiency
and performance.

MERCEDES E-CITARO

One of the most important factors in
intracity transportation is buses. Lots of
bus models of Mercedes-Benz are serving
to transportation worldwide.
Mercedes’s Citaro is one of the most
preferred bus model selection for intracity
transportation. Now Mercedes is going to
produce Citaro as a electrical vehicle and

of course it’s aim is to reach zero emission
level eCitaro has the same chassis with the
Citaro model and yet it’s difference can be
seen by appearance on the outside. The
electrical vehicle which is called eCitaro
by the Mercedes has 6, 8 or 10 cells
battery options. The bus can produce 243
kW power at max, it has the potential of
715 Nm torque and destination range is
in between 150-250 kilometers.
At September, in the IAA commercial
vehicles expo, eCitaro is going to be
introduced and by the end of the year it
is expected to be started on production.
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OLLI
3D Printer Product Self-Driving Minibus
Olli is coming to change transportation
comprehension. Autonomous minibus
which is developed by Local Motors
together with IBM includes many
technology trends. The vehicle has the
world’s firs 3D printed automobile title
along with the electrical vehicle and selfdriving vehicle titles.
Smart
The vehicle is equipped with IBM Watson
IoT technology so it can suggest you
restaurants or even can make jokes.
Sensitive
Olli can see 360 degree around with Lidar
sensors.
Customized
IT can be arranged according to the
customer needs.

In CES fair, Olli drives attention to itself
with the hashtag of #accesibleolli and
Olli were helping people to be more
accessible. Blind people with the voice
commands; to the people who cannot
speak or hear with the sign language,
thanks to IBM’s sign language perceptive
algorithms; to wheelchairs with it’s ramps;
to the people with dementia, it’s reminder
system being able to help.
Olli is giving service in Maryland for now
and it is expected to be more common
around the world.

Maximum speed of Olli is 40 km per hour.
It’s battery can be fully charged in 4,5 hours
and the vehicle can travel approximately
60 km. Passenger capacity of the vehicle
is 8 person to be able to travel safely in
comfort.
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BYTON
connection between car system and drivers
phone, computer, weareble products
provides necessary data.

Based in China, Byton unveiled its
autonomous and electric SUV at CES.. First
model will be launching in China next year
then U.S.A. and Europe in 2020. Pricing
will start at $45.000. Potential rival of Tesla
Model X kitted out high-tech gizmos and
sensors also it delivers level 3 autonomy.
The motto of the company is replacing
cyclinders and horsepower by technology
and connectivity and it has lots of in it.

Gigantic 49 inch screen stresches out across
almost entire dashboard. center of front
panel, Byton has connection hub for. Also a
tablet touchscreen mounted on the steering
Wheel is hub for the driver to control all
systems. As driver sits in the car thanks to its
facial recognation system, it will recognize
which driver is on the seat and load his or
her settings and driver profile. The car also
has gesture detection and voice command
which is based on Amazon Alexa to control
all displays and entertainment system. The

Byton aims to change common design
elements and digitalize the experience
more.
Replacing side-view mirrors with cameras
embedded in B pillar enables removing
door handles and access to vehicle.
Drive range varies according to model
options from 400 km to 500 km with a fully
charged battery.
All models will have fast charging feature
so with 20 minutes charging, battery can
replenish itself up to %80.
The front seats rotate inward 12 degree
so rear seats passangers can get a better
view of main screen.. CEO Carsten Breitfeld
indicates Byton is a vehicle more like
a technological product rather then a
everyday car and they want to sustain this
approach when they start to production.
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TOYOTA E-PALETTE
Design of the vehicle made in the electrical
platform line contains traces from the future.
Vehicle has 3 different models between 4-7
metres and an extra space for driver due to its
full autonomous structure.

E-Palette concept, Toyota’s first autonomous
vehicle launched in CES 2018 is very different
than the current ones. With that vehicle
converted to many mobile platforms, Toyota
has shown us their aim to lead the future city
trend.
In a simple way Toyota e-palette is an electrical
autonomous vehicle that makes deliveries
happen. This definition may not be sufficient
to describe it. E-palette capabilities are limited
by the customizations done in the imagination
factory attached in the presentation.
Toyota e-palette may Show up as a courier
delivering, a restaurant serving meal, a store
consuming clothes, a hotel reserved for night
stay or in a concept that makes imagination
comes true.
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It has been published that Toyota will be in
cooperation with Amazon, Mazda, Pizza Hut,
Uber, Didi Chuxing for their E-palette concept.
Toyota will realise a feasibility study in many
region starting 2020. They will additionally plan
to present their prototype in the 2020 olmypic
games sponsored.

If you want to watch
Toyota e-palette concept
video, you can scan QR
code with your mobile
device and think about
future life with e-palette.
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FORD FEEL TEH VİEW
The technology “Feel the View” that enables
feeling the outdoor on window for visually
impaired people is developed with Braille
Alphabet. Ultra-High quality black-andwhite photographs are analyzed quickly,
then 255 different signs that ensure people
to feel the view by touching are generated
on the window.

Ford presents the prototype technology
named “Feel The View”.
Feel the view developed by Ford Italia, GTB
Rome and Aedo which is a local start-up
company.
Feel the View is speculated as the tech will
create big impact in automobile industry.
We review many concept technologies for
smart cars. Ford draw attention a delicate
point with this thecnology, fort his reason
Feel the View is one of the favorite techs of
us.

An audio narration development which
gives information about the features
of the mountains, lakes, and valleys in
the landscape is planning with Artificial
Intelligence.
There is no certain information about when
Ford will put “Feel the View” into cars.
We congratulate Ford’s work and wish
social responsibility activities to become
widespread across all sectors.

Watching the scenery and nature is the
detail that makes passengers happy, while
travelling -especially on the long roadYou can find the teaser trailer for Feel the
View in QR Code below.

in the car. Visually impaired people who
already have difficult lives in many ways do
not aware of this landscape.
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